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A Variable Specific Impulse Magnetohydrodynamic Rocket (VASMIR) uses two stages of radio
frequency energy to excite and energize a plasma which is then channeled through a magnetic nozzle to
develop thrust. The initial ionization is accomplished with a helicon antenna. The plasma thus created is
confined along a magnetic field, and further energy is deposited with an ion cyclotron resonant frequency
antenna (ICRH). Varying the power to these two antennae allows for varying the specific impulse and thrust
of the rocket to adapt for different flight profiles. The concept was developed by former astronaut and
plasma physicist Franklin Chan Diaz, who exploited the idea that a magnetic bottle could be used as a
nozzle, letting the adiabatic invariance of the magnetic moment of an ion transfer kinetic energy
perpendicular to the magnetic field to energy directed parallel to the field in the expanding plume of the
rocket. A 200 kilowatt version of the rocket is currently under development by the Ad Astra Rocket
Company.

VX-200 Full Power Test
(http://www.adastrarocket.com/aarc/ImageGallery)
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The rocket develops substantially more thrust (~ 10 N) than current generations ion engines and is projected
to have an operational specific impulse of 5000 seconds in a nominal interplanetary cruise.
Plasma Physics at UVU:
As an undergraduate institution UVU hopes to train students in a variety of fields and techniques that will
lead to successful careers and graduate school programs. Plasma physics is rich with physical applications.
We chose to focus on a VASIMR plasma rocket as a means of exploring a variety of practical physics projects.
We hope to gain proficiency in
Vacuum Systems
RF power systems
Magnetic Systems
Fluid Modeling
Systems Integration
Fabrication and machining
Various Diagnostic Techniques
(Spectroscopy/Langmuir Probes, etc)
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VASIMR Schematic
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Argon plasma
excited by RF
energy from a
magnetron. A
second RF supply
for ICRH will follow
in ensuing projects
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Initial concept and device exploration: A 3 inch quartz tube,
with a turbo pump and argon source serves as the plasma
chamber. For initial exploration in the ionization of gases by RF
energy, a 2.46 GHZ, 1 kw magnetron is used. Plasma excitation
occurs over a neutral gas pressure range of 0.01 to 5 Torr
consistent with the Ad Astra VX-200 VASIMR plume pressure of
~ 3 Torr. (The water bottle serves as a beam stop to prevent
excess reflection of microwave energy back into the
magnetron.)
UVU Physics Students Michael Burt, James
Loveless and Joshua Baum at work on
components of the UVU VASIMR Device

Currently the device is being upgraded with a better Faraday
cage and fitted for optical photometry and spectroscopy to
determine density and temperatures within the plasma.

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating
(Commonly Used in Fusion Plasma Research)

Ions gyrate in a magnetic field with frequency:
Using a circularly polarized radiowave of
this frequency pumps the “adiabatic
invariant” magnetic moment of the ion,
increasing it’s “Perpendicular” kinetic
energy.
As the ion exits the accelerating field, and B weakens, the mu
stays constant, thus decreasing the perpendicular velocity.
Conservation of energy demands an increase in

